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The practice of criticism of speec:. communication it
advocated, defined, and developed on societal and practical,
functional grounds. Although the author concludes that there arp few
direct societal benefits from criticism of speeches, he does find
extensive research writings that center on analysis of rhetorical
phenomena, primarily public speeches of prominent tiguIes. In
defining speech communication criticism, the author includes the
broader study of nonverbal communication modes as well as the more
narrow traditional study of words. Rhetoric is defined as a
"rationale of instrumental, symbolic.behavior." The author concludes
that by studying how verbal discourse influences rhetoric, the critic
of speech communication can investigate other systemic or symbolic

envitonments. (CH)
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Years ago, a graduate classmate of mine remarkeu that although he had

studied on three continents he believed that no town, state, or country had

ever built a statue to honor a speech critic. I was reminded of his remark

when I heard Sam Becker's Convention statement several years ago that we

could erase all the scholarly work completed in our field in the last five

years and no one would notice.' I tend to agree, but only in part.

Unless my experience is quite different from yours, I continue to find

my non-academic friends believing that a "speech" course involves students

standing up and giving speeches; "criticism," to them, consists of a teacher

telling a student what he or she did wrong. Many of my academic friends in

other disciplines seem to share similar views. Most of us have served on

doctoral committees and felt uneasy when the committee member from outside

the department innocently says, "What do you folks do in speech criticism?"

But the naivete is understandable.

If some activity is important to society or, if enough people think it

important, we can usually read about that activity in our better newspapers.

have you ever noticed, though, that the New York Times has writers and critics



for art, bridge, chess, dance, education, food, gardens, home Improvement,

aid so on down weather? The Times does not have a writer or critic for

speech-communication.

In answering one part of the question posed by our panel chairman, "What

is the function of speech-communication criticism in terms of our society?" -

my response is patterned after that of Gorgias of Leontini"

There is no societal function of speech-communication.

If there is a societal function, it isn't knowable.

If it is knowable, it hasn't been communicated.

Before you either nod you: heads in agreement or banish me for cynicism,

let me note that my assignment calls for a description of what is, not what

ought to be. So far as I c=n determine, there, is not much of a societal

function for philosophy, or history, or classics, or literary studies, or

many of the fine arts. I would wish it otherwise, but I must describe what

is, not what ought to be.

Part two of my assignment -- describing the function of speech-communi-

cation criticism in our discipline is a happier task.

As with Part one allow me to preface my description with definitiow .

I find that more agreement than disagreement exists among scholars about

the general nature of criticism.

Donald Bryant provided a useful definition of criticism in one of the

addresses he gave in the Distinguished Lectures in Speech Series at L.5.U.,

saiGf

In any case, most of the common notions of criticism seem

to involve or to imply one way or another some analytical

examination of an artifact or artifacts, of some human



tran,,actio or traw>actions, toward the end of comp r'

hension, understanding, and realization of the potyntial

of object or event, Most notions of criticism extend

also to appreciation and on to appraisal or judgment,-

Professor Bryant's definition provides an ecumenical umbrella under

which numerous discussions of speech-communication criticism can he understood.

For Iii llhruner,3 for Williams,4 for Thonssen, Baird, and Braden, for

Andrews, for Scott and Brock," for Bryant,8 and in published statements by

all of us on this panel,' speech-communication criticism involves the des-

cription, analysis, interpretation and judgment of suasive discourse.

Within our discipline I see speech-communication criticism functioning

in two important ways. Criticism of speech-communication functions as a

method by which we learn about our discipline and as a method by which we

extend our knowledge of rhetorical theory.

The learning function I see best exemplified in the dissertations

completed and in the critical essays published in our journals in the past

few years. If you read the titles of dissertations completed in speech

in 1969 and 1970, you would find fourty-eight rhetorical analyses. The

speakers studied range from President Richard Nixon to Reverend David Wilkerson,

from Waiter Reuther to Fidel Castro, from Thoreau and Fulbright to Wilkes

and Wycliff.

These'beginning scholars were learning about speech - communication by-

describing, analyzing, interpreting and judging suasive discourse. In

undergraduate classes, in graduate courses, and in doctoral seminars,

students learn about speech-communication by writing critical papers.

Within the last three years our national and regional journals have published,

by my count, 112 articles that I would classify as speech-communication



criticism.
10 The objects of this criticism have been primarily the or.itory

of politicians and statesmen -- Senator Ldward Kennedy, Winston Churchill,

senator Muskie, Lincoln, President Nixon, John Quincy Adams, William Pitt,

and Vice-Pre%ident Agnew.
Discour-,es of ministers and militant,

;ioni,,t, and Aiffragettes have served as focal points for critical

Clearly, speech-communication
criticism functions as a method by which we

learn about our discipline. Philip Wander and Steven Jenkins re-emphasize

this observation when they stated:

The purpose of writing criticism is to share a world of

meaning with other human beings. What is shared is not

merely the evalution of an object, but a way of ordering

the universe... Criticism, at its best, is informed talk

about matters of importance.11

After the Wingspread Conference and the publipation of The Prospect of

Rhetoric,12 speech-communication
criticism, not unlike the white horses in

Plato's Phaedrus, was given freer rein and wider compass than before. You

recall that the committee on Rhetorical Criticism defined the subject matter

of criticism as, "any human act, process, product, or artifact which, in

the critic's view, may formulate, sustain, or modify attention, perceptions,

attitudes or behavior."
13 No doubt, many in our discipline consider this

definition, if not licentious, then certainly one of the greater sins

crying to heaven for vengeance. Personally, I consider this definition a

long overdue legitimating statement by which speech-communication criticism

can function as a method by which we extend our knowledge Of rhetorical

theory. Without this definition I doubt very much that our journals would

print the exciting and theory-extending essays of Parke BurgesS
14

Herb Simons15 or Karlyn Campbe11.16



But, before you can either agree or disagree with my prc'fril% the,

speech-communication criticism
functions as a method by which we extend

our knowledge of rhetorical theory, you will need to know what I understand

by the term, rhetoric.

Rhetoric for me,under the partial influence dif ')onald Biyant, is a

rationale and a rationale is a set of statements that describe, explain,

and clarify the controllirig principles of a specified phenomena. One

doesn't taste a rationale, one understands it, or applies it, or uses it

to make something: But it is the principle underlying the product, not

the product itself,

What then, is rhetoric the rationale of? Departing from Professor

Bryant, rhetoric, for me. is the rationale of instrumental, symbolic behavior.

John Bowers and I have explained -this definition in our book, The Rhetoric

of Agitation and ControlP but let me supplement that explanation here.

This definition certainly includes the "speech act" on which Professor

Marie Nichols focused her remarks in her Chicago address last December.
18

It includes Professor Karlyn Campbell's definition of rhetoric as "persuasive

discourses, written and oral, that alter attitudes and actions,"I9 and it

includes Professor Arnold's notions of rhetoric as expressed in Public

_
Speaking as a Liberal Art.

20- ihis definition intentionally goes beyond

verbal discourse. Why? Because ideas are adapted to men and men to ideas

with instrumental symbols and symbol systems in addition to the symbol system

of words.

The ancients recognized this fact. Pericles' Funeral Oration was but

a small part of a three day ceremony filled with symbols of offerings,

processions, special coffins, And specified-burial ground.21. Demosthenes

made his greatest speech on the issue of whether he deserved a non-discursive
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exhorting their troops to valorous acts and in lauding their victory

same generals, according to the historian, Polybius, also u;cd another

system of rewards, i.e., a spear for wounding an enemy, a cup for 1,111ing

enemy, a crown of gold for the first soldier to mount the wall at an as.loit

on a city,,
23 The standards preceding the Roman Leg -ions served not only to

direct the ebb and flow of battle but as symbols of Rome itself. A triumph

for a Roman general was not simply a victory parade, It was a coded system

of symbols indicating, among other things, the relationship between the

Senate and the general, the relative value of the captured booty, the relation-

ship of the victory to the gods, etc.24 Cicero's brother, Quintus, knew

that oratory aline would not win an election and advised Cicero to gain the

good will_of the electorate, not only by oratory but by granting political

favors to friends, knowing them by name; meeting each of the voters, not

refusing invitations, and 6ribery.
25 According to George Kennedy, Augustus

brought peace to the Empire by adding to his verbal discourse such instru-

mental symbols as "coins, monuments, and buildings."26

Now then, do I claim that funeral masks, coins, architecture, and

battle flags are rhetoric? Do I claim that folk songs, arm bands, or Barbie

dolls dipped in napalm are rhetoric -- ? Not at all. For that matter, I

don't consider a speech as rhetoric either. A speech or any of these other

items may be nroducts of rhetoric -- but'they are not rationales of

instrumental, symbolic behavior. The only way to discover these rationales

is bx-critical study of artifacts which do alter attitudes and actions.

In discussing criticism as.argument at the Hayward Conference in Rhetorical

Criticism, Wayne,Brockriede clarified this process of discovering the



rationales of rhetoric.. He said

The function of a third type of criticism is to relat(, oho'

analysis of a rhetorical transaction to,some p.eneral concept

or set of concepts for the purpose of makin a contrC ution

to an understanding of rhetoric itself.,.it may aim dt. in-

creased confidence in our present knowledge about rhetoric,

or it may aim at a refinement of that knowledge.,27

The critic of sftech-communication, then, drawing on the accumulated

and accumulating knowledge of how verbal discourse reveals and reflects

rhetoric is in excellent position to study other instrumental symbol

systems. In this way, I believe, criticism of speech-communication functions

as a method by,which we extend our knowledge of rhetorical theory.

Although there apparently are no statues built to honor a speech-

communication critic, I am unwilling to conclude that there never will be:

When critics extend rhetoric to a state where, in McKeon's terms, it can

"function productively in the resolution of new problems and architec-

tonically in the formation of new inclusive communities,
"28 then,

predict, some statues will be built.
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